
From: Elizabeth Ullrich
To: Michael Ohm
Date: Wed, Feb 16, 2005  1:42 PM
Subject: clarification of your response dated 2/8/05 (Control 136053)

Mr. Ohm,

In our letter dated January 5, 2005, Paragraph 1 explained that a Type B broad scope license is
bound, by regulation, to the limits in Part 33.100, Schedule A, column 1, which includes
sum-of-the-ratios for possession of multiple nuclides.  Because the limits requested in the letter
dated November 23, 2004, were different than those of a Type B broad, our eltter requested
that you confirm you will a) retain a Type A OR b) amend to a limited scope license for the
quantities requested OR c) amend to use the regulation Type B list.

The response dated February 8 requested both the Type B regulation list, AND requested
additional limits to that same list and line items, without regard to the unity rule.  We cannot use
the Type B schedule that way.  [In addition, the limitations are within the parameters if the Type
B regulation schedule, and are small enough that they do not seem to have a large impact on
the unity rule, so it is unclear why the limitations are requested.]  If you wish to be a Type B
broad, you must use the regulation schedule.  We can limit it in the way requested in your
February 8 letter.  If you cannot operate using this table and the sum-of-the ratios, then you
may need to retain a Type A broad license, or go to a more restrictive limited scope license.

Please let me know how you want to handle the limits on this license.  A normal Type B broad
scope authorization requires a Decommissioning Funding Plan, which you have in place, and
the supporting financial assurance, also in place.

Betsy Ullrich, Senior Health Physicist
610-337-5040 or exu@nrc.gov 
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